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Abstract
Emotional support is a crucial skill for many001
real-world scenarios, including caring for the002
elderly, mental health support, and customer003
service chats. This paper presents a novel task004
of empathetic dialog generation with positive005
emotion elicitation to promote users’ positive006
emotion, similar to that of emotional support007
between humans. In this task, the agent con-008
ducts empathetic responses along with the tar-009
get of eliciting the user’s positive emotions in010
the multi-turn dialog. To facilitate the study of011
this task, we collect a large-scale emotional012
dialog dataset with positive emotion elicita-013
tion, called PosEmoDial (about 820k dialogs,014
3M utterances). In these dialogs, the agent015
tries to guide the user from any possible ini-016
tial emotional state, e.g., sadness, to a positive017
emotional state. Then we present a positive-018
emotion-guided dialog generation model with019
a novel loss function design. This loss function020
encourages the dialog model to not only elicit021
positive emotions from users but also ensure022
smooth emotional transitions along with the023
whole dialog. Finally, we establish benchmark024
results on PosEmoDial, and we will release025
this dataset and related source code to facilitate026
future studies.027

1 Introduction028

Emotion perception and expression are vital for029

building a human-like dialog system. Thanks to030

the availability of large-scale corpora and the rapid031

advances in deep learning, the potential of agents to032

improve the emotional well-being of users has been033

growing (Pamungkas, 2019, Huang et al., 2020).034

In particular, the agents could provide emotional035

support and prevention measures in against of the036

increasing stress level of individuals.037

The previous researches on empathetic dialog038

generation, which focuses on conducting natural039

empathetic responding by understanding and ac-040

knowledging any implied feelings of users sheds041

light on enhancing user-agent emotional bond042

Figure 1: A sample of positive-emotion-guided empa-
thetic conversation. It consists of two stages: (i) the
agent expresses empathy about the situation of the user;
(ii) the agent encourages the user and changes the emo-
tion state of the user from “negative” to “positive”.

(Rashkin et al., 2019, Li et al., 2020a). In Rashkin 043

et al., 2019, a benchmark and dataset is proposed 044

to make the dialogue system towards empathetic 045

conversation. However, the user’s emotional state 046

at the end of the conversation are not sufficiently 047

taken into account since current approaches only 048

consider conducting empathetic responding in ev- 049

ery turn of the dialogue. These models look back- 050

wards in the conversation context and might fail to 051

jump out of user’s negative emotion topics, limiting 052

their applications in real-world scenarios, such as 053

providing emotional support and caring for the el- 054

derly (Zhang and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2020). 055

Apart from that, positive emotion elicitation, 056

which advance the conversation towards optimistic 057

state to equip users to cope with the situation is 058

also significantly related to positive outcomes of 059

human interactions (Mishara et al., 2007, Sandoval 060

et al., 2010, Lubis et al., 2019). Recently the stud- 061

ies (Lubis et al., 2017,Lubis et al., 2018, Li et al., 062

2020b) drew on an important potential of positive 063

emotion elicitation in maximizing user emotional 064
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Datasets #Dialogs Language Emp. P.E.G Multi-turn Source
NLPCC2017 (Huang et al., 2017) 1,119,207 Chinese No No No Weibo
MOJITALK (Zhou and Wang, 2018) 662,159 English No No No Twitter
PEC (Zhong et al., 2020b) 355,000 English Yes No Yes Reddit
Empatheticdialog (Rashkin et al., 2019) 24,850 English Yes No Yes Crowd Sourcing
DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017) 13,118 English No No Yes Online Websites
Enhanced SEMAINE (Lubis et al., 2018) 2,349 English No Yes No Crowd Sourcing
EmotionPush (Huang and Ku, 2018) 8,818 English No No Yes Facebook Message
MPDD (Chen et al., 2020) 4,142 English No No Yes TV-series
PosEmoDial (our dataset) 819,391 Chinese Yes Yes Yes Web

Table 1: Comparison of our dataset PosEmoDial with other datasets for emotional dialogs. Emp. denotes dialog
empathy and P.E.G. denotes positive emotion guidance.

experience and promoting positive emotional states,065

similar to that of human beings. But these works066

usually attempt to conduct emotion elicitation in067

a single turn, yielding unnatural emotional transi-068

tions and thus failing to "reach an understanding" of069

the individuals with the absence of backwards em-070

pathetic reflection(Rogers and Carl, 2007, Hill and071

Nakayama, 2000, Lubis et al., 2017). Therefore, an072

ideal positive emotional elicitation process should073

progressively seek a certain degree of emotional074

resonance with the user (such as similar experi-075

ences, feelings) before improving user emotion to-076

wards a better state (Zhang and Danescu-Niculescu-077

Mizil, 2020). The multi-turn empathetic dialogs078

with positive emotion elicitation might yield mu-079

tually reinforcing advantages for agent’s empathy080

and functionality of emotional support, which is081

less studied in previous work.082

To sum up, we present a novel task, multi-turn083

empathetic dialog generation with positive emo-084

tion elicitation. In this task, the agent will first085

conduct empathetic responding and then naturally086

switch to positive emotion elicitation from users.087

Figure 1 provides an example for this task. To ad-088

dress this task, we encounter two challenges: (1)089

how to effectively capture emotions in an accurate090

and explainable way, (2) how to ensure smooth091

emotional transitions along with the whole dialog.092

To facilitate the study of this task, we collect a093

human-to-human multi-turn Chinese dialog dataset094

with positive emotion elicitation (PosEmoDial). In095

PosEmoDial, every dialog is initiated by a speaker096

with either a positive, neutral, or negative emotion097

and ends up with a positive emotion of the same098

speaker that is elicited by another speaker. This099

dataset is collected from real web users in a web fo-100

rum, not being annotated by crowdsourcing, which101

contains more natural dialog logic about how speak-102

ers successfully fulfill positive emotion elicitation103

(corresponding to the second challenge).104

To address this task, we propose a novel Positive- 105

emotion-guided empathetic dialog model (PEGE) 106

by improving traditional negative log-likelihood 107

(NLL) loss. Specifically, we introduce a new loss 108

term, the Positive Emotion Guidance (PEG) loss, 109

which measures how smoothly candidate responses 110

at each dialog turn move from an initial emotion 111

state at the first turn to the targeted positive emo- 112

tion state at the last turn (corresponding to the sec- 113

ond challenge). To enable PEG loss to measure 114

the above emotional transitions more effectively, 115

we employ an external resource, Valence-Arousal- 116

Dominance (VAD) Lexicons (Mohammad, 2018), 117

for representation of emotions in utterances (the 118

first challenge). Our PEG loss encourages the dia- 119

log model to conduct positive emotion elicitation 120

and also ensure smooth emotional transitions along 121

with the whole dialog. 122

This work makes the following contributions: 123

• We present a novel task of empathetic dialog 124

generation with positive emotion elicitation. 125

• We provide a large-scale empathetic dia- 126

log dataset with positive emotion elicitation, 127

PosEmoDial. 128

• We propose a positive-emotion-guided pre- 129

training-empowered dialog generation model 130

(PEGE) with novel loss function design and 131

confirm its effectiveness. 132

2 Related Work 133

Models for Emotional Dialogs Previous work on 134

emotional dialogs fall into three categories: (1) con- 135

trolled emotional dialog generation (Huang et al., 136

2018, Zhou et al., 2018, Colombo et al., 2019, Song 137

et al., 2019, (Zhou and Wang, 2018),Shen and Feng, 138

2020, Zhong et al., 2020a); (2) empathetic dialog 139

generation (Rashkin et al., 2019, Lin et al., 2019, 140
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Context Emo Negative Neutral Positive Total
#Session 220,136 403,507 195,748 819,391
#Utterance 868,658 1,581,445 725,426 3,175,529

Table 2: Data scale of PosEmoDial, where Context Emo
address the emotion of the first utterance by speaker. All
sessions in PosEmoDial have at least three utterances
(before deleting the last utterance), and the last utterance
by user must be optimistic.

Majumder et al., 2020, Li et al., 2020a); (3) emo-141

tion elicitation (Lubis et al., 2018, Li et al., 2020b,142

Shin et al., 2019). Our model can conduct posi-143

tive emotion elicitation, while previous work on144

empathetic dialog generation might fail to fulfill145

this dialog goal. Moreover, we emphasize natural146

emotional transitions through multi-turn dialogs,147

which is neglected by previous works on emotion148

elicitation.149

Datasets for Emotional Dialogs To facilitate150

the study of emotional dialog, many researchers151

have created multiple datasets in previous works,152

as shown in Table 1. The two large-scale auto-153

matic annotated dataset NLPCC2017 (Zhou et al.,154

2018) and MOJITALK (Zhou and Wang, 2018)155

and the manually labeled dataset DailyDialog (Li156

et al., 2017) are widely used for controlled emo-157

tional dialog generation (Zhou et al., 2018, Zhou158

and Wang, 2018, Wang and Wan, 2019, Shen and159

Feng, 2020). The Empatheticdialog (Rashkin et al.,160

2019) dataset is designed for training empathetic161

dialog models (Lin et al., 2019, Majumder et al.,162

2020, Li et al., 2020a). The Enhanced SEMAINE163

dataset (Lubis et al., 2018) is constructed for the164

study of emotion elicitation by selecting or rewrit-165

ing dialogs that can elicit positive emotion from166

SEMAINE corpus. In comparison with Empathet-167

icdialog and Enhanced SEMAINE, our dataset is168

collected from dialogs between real web users, not169

through crowdsourcing. Then our dataset contains170

more natural emotional transitions logics with em-171

pathy and emotion elicitation naturally expressed.172

In addition, our dataset size is among the largest173

ones.174

3 Dataset Construction175

3.1 Task Definition176

The person who starts the dialog is regarded as177

user, and the other one is regarded as agent. The178

goal of our task is to conduct empathetic dialog gen-179

eration with positive emotion elicitation. There are180

two main characteristics of this task. Firstly, from181

the perspective of dialog goals, the agent should 182

successfully elicit positive emotions from users 183

through multi-turn dialogs. If the emotion state of 184

users at the first dialog turn is negative or neutral, 185

the agent should lead the dialog to a positive emo- 186

tion state. If the initial one is positive, the agent 187

should keep the emotion state to be positive or neu- 188

tral. Secondly, from the perspective of emotional 189

changes, the dialogue should be conducted in a 190

natural, empathetic and gradual way. 191

3.2 Data Collection 192

In this work, we collect the dataset from natural 193

dialogs of real web users on public websites, in- 194

stead of through data annotation by crowdsourcing. 195

The reason is that the empathy expressing of real 196

users are more natural, and their chatting topics 197

are more close to everyday life scenarios. We first 198

collect Chinese dialogs from public social media 199

and implement similar data cleaning process as 200

done in Bao et al. (2020), which yielding a dataset 201

containing 1.2 billion two-people dialog sessions. 202

Then we introduce an ERNIE (Sun et al., 2019) 203

based TextCNN (Kim, 2014) model to recognize 204

the emotion of each utterance in dialogs. The de- 205

tailed filtering procedures on the raw dataset are 206

shown as follows: 207

1) The first utterance and the last utterances are 208

from the same speaker who plays the role of user. 209

2) The probability of any negative or neutral or 210

positive emotion in the first utterance is greater 211

than 0.5. It helps us to improve the quality of 212

emotion polarity information that is identified on 213

this dataset. 214

3) The probability of any positive emotion in 215

the last utterance is greater than 0.9. It also 216

helps us to improve the quality of emotion related 217

automatically-annotated information. 218

4) Delete dialogs with non-emotion related top- 219

ics, such as renting, job hunting, blind date, which 220

are not related to emotion eliciting but generally 221

end up with positive utterance like "thanks" or 222

"good" etc. (via keywords detection). 223

5) Delete dialogs with specific persons, insti- 224

tutions, address (being recognized with the use 225

of Name Entity Recognition tools (Lample et al., 226

2016)) for privacy consideration. 227

6) Delete dialogs with offensive language (Kim, 228

2014) to decrease the probability of generating of- 229

fensive responses. 230

Finally, we collect 819,391 dialogs that start with 231
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any possible negative or neutral or positive emotion232

and end with a positive emotion, which we called233

PosEmoDial. Its statistics is provided in Table 2.234

3.3 Data Processing235

To learn how agent-side speakers conduct success-236

ful positive emotion elicitation, we delete the last237

utterance (from the user-side speaker) of each di-238

alog, and require the model to predict agent-side239

response at each turn.240

We denote the context as {u1, ..., un}, the241

ground-truth response as r, the generated response242

as r′. For the sake of practicality, we treat the243

probability of the u1 being emotionally positive244

p(pos|u1) or negative p(neg|u1) as the initial emo-245

tion state of the user-side speaker. For model train-246

ing, we concatenate p(pos|u1) and p(neg|u1) with247

context and ground-truth response as the input.248

4 Our Approach249

The proposed model is based on PLATO-2 (Bao250

et al., 2020) where we only use the General Re-251

sponse Generation Stage1 from PLATO-2 and im-252

prove its original loss function. The framework253

of our model is illustrated in Figure 2. Our pro-254

posed loss function consists of two components.255

The first one is traditional negative log-likelihood256

(NLL) loss. To effectively capture emotions in an257

accurate and explainable way and ensure smooth258

emotional transitions along with the whole dialog259

flow, we introduce two novel loss terms, the Pos-260

itive Emotion Guidance (PEG) loss and Negative261

Emotion Regularization (NER) loss. The details of262

our model will be described in the followings.263

4.1 Emotional Distance Calculation with VAD264

Lexicon265

Previous works have shown the effectiveness of266

Valence-Arousal-Dominance (VAD) Lexicons for267

emotional dialog generation (Zhong et al., 2019,268

Colombo et al., 2019, Zhong et al., 2020a, Li et al.,269

2020a). We further validate the high accordance270

between VAD score and emotion polarity obtained271

by a well-trained ERNIE2-TextCNN emotion clas-272

sifier (Sun et al., 2019, Kim, 2014). Therefore,273

for the sake of token-level generation control and274

model efficiency, the lexicon-based VAD vectors275

1There are two stages within the PLATO-2 model, the first
stage conduct candidate responses generation and the second
stage conduct responses selection. We only implement our
work on the first stage of PLATO-2.

rather than neural network-based utterance repre- 276

sentation is selected for emotion representation in 277

our approach. We utilize the latest and largest VAD 278

Lexicon, the NRC_VAD by Mohammad (2018), 279

where Valence, Arousal, and Dominance are repre- 280

sented by continuous values in 0-1, indicating Neg- 281

ative to Positive, Claim to Excited, and Submissive 282

to Dominant respectively. This lexicon includes 283

20,000 English vocabularies and their correspond- 284

ing 13,870 distinct Chinese vocabularies. However, 285

as there are 30k BPE tokens for the PLATO-2 lexi- 286

con. To fill this gap, we extends the NRC_VAD to 287

cover all the PLATO-2 lexicon. 288

We define Emotional Distance (ED) as emo- 289

tional changes across different utterances. Specifi- 290

cally, we employ the VAD lexicon to calculate the 291

distance between the user initial emotion state and 292

the generated response via a 2-Norm function, as 293

shown in Eq.(1). 294

EDt = ∥
|u1|∑
j=1

ou1,j

|u1|
−

|V |∑
i=1

st,iowi∥2, (1) 295

the first term calculates the expected VAD value 296

of word in u1, where |u1| denotes the length of 297

the first utterance u1, u1,j is the j-th word in u1, 298

ou1,j
∈ R3 is a 3-dim vector representing emotion 299

associated with the word u1,j in VAD space. The 300

second term calculate the expected VAD value of 301

the generated word at time step t, where st = 302

softmax(ht) (st ∈ R|V|) is a confidence of the 303

system of generating words w1, ..., w|V | at time t. 304

owi
∈ R3 is the VAD vector of i-th word in the 305

vocabulary [ow1 ; ...;ow|V| ]. 306

With the help of emotional distance, the new loss 307

function is designed to ensure smooth emotional 308

transitions along with the whole dialog flow as 309

follows. 310

4.2 Positive Emotion Guidance Loss 311

The basic idea of the PEG loss is using emotional 312

distance to control the emotion of response. The 313

design process of PEG loss is described as follows: 314

1) If the user’s starting emotion state is positive, 315

the emotional state of the response is expected to 316

align with the starting emotion state to keep the 317

positive emotion of user in the whole dialogue. The 318

PEG loss is designed as
∑T

t=1EDt , which will 319

control the emotion of the response to be close 320

to the starting emotion state, where EDt is the 321

measurement of emotional distance between the 322

starting utterance and the generated response at 323

time step t as illustrated in Eq.(1). 324
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Figure 2: Illustration of our PEGE Model

2) If the user’s starting emotion state is negative,325

the response is expected to express empathy at the326

dialogue’s initial stage, and progressively transit to327

positive emotional state to elicit the user’s positive328

emotion. Therefore, the emotional distance is re-329

quired to be progressively increased throughout the330

whole dialog.331

In order to progressively increase the emotional332

distance, we further improve the PEG loss by in-333

troducing a novel controlling function f , named as334

Dialog Progress Function. The f(·) is defined as:335

f(|C|) = cos(
π

max_turn
|C|), (2)336

where max_turn is the maximum number of337

turns in dialog contexts, and it is set to 7 in our338

experiments. |C| denotes the number of turns in339

dialog context at current time step. The f(·) value340

will transit from positive value to negative value as341

contexts get longer as shown in the middle part of342

Figure 2.343

With the dialogue progress function, the PEG344

loss is redesigned as
∑T

t=1[f(|C|) · EDt]. Then345

the emotion of the response will be controlled as346

follows:347

• At the dialogue’s initial stage, the emotional348

distance will be encouraged to be small. In349

other words, the emotion of response is con-350

trolled to align with the user’s starting emotion351

to express empathy.352

• At the dialogue’s latter stage, the emotional353

distance will be encouraged to be big because354

of the negative value of function f(|C|) re-355

sults in negative loss. In other words, the emo-356

tion of response is controlled to be different357

from the starting emotion of user, which will 358

be positive. 359

• At the whole dialogue stage, the emotional 360

distance will be progressively increased from 361

a small value to a big value because of the 362

progressive transition of function f(|C|). In 363

other words, the emotion of response is con- 364

trolled to express empathy at the dialogue’s 365

initial stage, and progressively transit to posi- 366

tive emotional state to elicit the user’s positive 367

emotion. 368

Finally, we use the probability of positive emo- 369

tion of u1 to combine the two kinds of the PEG 370

loss as: 371

Lpeg =

T∑
t=1

[p(pos|u1) · EDt

+ (1− p(pos|u1)) · f(|C|) · EDt],

(3) 372

if a dialog starts with a positive emotion, 373

p(pos|u1) will be close to 1, and the first term 374

will play a leading role. If a dialog starts with a 375

negative emotion, p(pos|u1) will be close to 0, and 376

the second term will play a leading role. Otherwise, 377

both will work. 378

4.3 Negative Emotion Regularization Loss 379

The potential drawback of the PEG loss is that the 380

emotion of generated responses is required to align 381

with u1 at the initial stage. Therefore, the higher 382

the probability of negative u1 is, the more likely the 383

PEG loss will encourage the generation of negative 384

words at the initial dialog stage. Sometimes the 385

responses containing these words can be injurious 386

and offensive to users. 387
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To address this issue, we add a NER loss to pe-388

nalize the generation of too negative words with389

too small VAD values. The NER loss will be acti-390

vated when u1 is negative to balance the negative391

effect of the PEG loss. The NER loss is defined as:392

Lner =

T∑
t=1

p(neg|u1) · ∥
|V |∑
i=1

st,iowi∥2, (4)393

where the notation is the same as described in the394

above PEG loss section.395

4.4 Our Final Loss Function396

The objective of the PEGE model is to minimize397

the following integrated Positive-emotion-guided398

Empathetic Loss (PEGE Loss) Lpege:399

Lpege = LBaseline
NLL + α · Lpeg − β · Lner, (5)400

where LBaseline
NLL denotes the NLL loss:401

LBaseline
NLL = −

T∑
t=1

log p(rt|c, r′<t), (6)402

where T is the length of the target response r403

and r′<t denotes previously generated words before404

time t.405

The hyper parameter α and β in Eq.(5) denote406

the weights of PEG and NER loss respectively. We407

set α = 5 and β = 2 for our final model based on408

grid search experiments.409

5 Experiments410

Following (Rashkin et al., 2019) , we conduct both411

automatic and human evaluations for dialog sys-412

tems. Human evaluation is more convincing, as413

automatic metrics don’t correlate well with human414

judgments of dialog quality (Liu et al., 2016).415

5.1 Evaluation Metrics416

Automatic evaluation metrics. Though BLEU417

and DISTINCT are two traditional metrics (Li et al.,418

2016, Lin et al., 2019), they have long been argued419

against its efficacy in open-domain dialogue gener-420

ation (Liu et al., 2016), and either BLEU or DIS-421

TINCT is less relevant to our task. We keep them422

mostly as a reference.423

To evaluate the efficacy of our model, we define424

three novel metrics that we describe next to account425

for the positive emotion guidance capability and426

emotion empathy capability.427

PEG-Score: a new metric on a scale of [0,3]428

to measure the positive emotion guidance capabil-429

ity. It rewards the positive emotion the user ob-430

tained in the last half of utterances, i.e., U last
user =431

{u−2, u−4, ..., u−n/2}, and calculate the adjust av- 432

eraged VAD values of each word in U last
user. Sum up 433

the averaged VAD values to obtain the PEG-Score: 434

PEGScore =
∑
V AD

∑
k∈Ulast

user

|uk|∑
j=1

ouk,j − ovad

|uk|
, (7) 435

E-Score: a new metric on a scale of [-3,0] 436

to measure the emotion empathy capability. It 437

penalizes the emotional distance between the 438

agent responses and the user starting utterance 439

(u1) in the first half utterances, i.e., Ufirst
agent = 440

{u2, u4, ..., un/2}, and calculates the averaged 441

VAD values of each word in Ufirst
agent. We also calcu- 442

late the averaged VAD for each word in u1 as the 443

starting emotion state. Then we subtract the two 444

values and get their absolute VAD values. Sum up 445

the absolute VAD values to obtain the E-Score: 446

EScore = −
∑
V AD

|
|u1|∑
j=1

ou1,j

|u1|
−

∑
k∈U

first
agent

|uk|∑
j=1

ouk,j

|uk|
|, (8) 447

PEGE-Score: to balance the evaluation of pos- 448

itive emotion guidance and empathy, we sum up 449

PEG-Score and E-Score to obtain the PEGE-Score 450

(on a scale of [-3,3]): 451

PEGEScore = PEGScore + EScore, (9) 452

Human evaluation metrics. We run crowd- 453

sourcing tasks at the level of both utterances and 454

dialogs. Three crowd-sourcing workers are asked 455

to score the response/dialog quality with a value of 456

0 or 1, and the final score is determined through 457

the majority voting. These criterias are provided as 458

follows: 459

Coherence: As an utterance level metric, it mea- 460

sures if the response is fluent, relevant and consis- 461

tent with the context. 462

Informativeness: As an utterance level metric, 463

it evaluates if the response is informative. 464

Positive emotion guidance: As a dialog level 465

metric, it evaluates if the agent successfully guides 466

the users from a non-positive emotion state to a pos- 467

itive emotion state, or keep their positive emotion 468

state unchanged. 469

Empathy: As a dialog level metric, it is only 470

measured when the positive emotion guidance 471

score is 1 (else 0). It measures if the agent ex- 472

presses empathy towards the user before positive 473

emotion guidance, or keep the positive user not 474

change as the criteria for positive emotion guid- 475

ance. 476
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5.2 Baselines477

We select MoEL (Lin et al., 2019) and MIME (Ma-478

jumder et al., 2020), two state-of-the-art baselines479

which solely introduce emotion as auxiliary infor-480

mation like our model in empathetic dialog gen-481

eration tasks. PLATO-2 (1.6B) (Bao et al., 2020)482

and PLATO-2-FT (fine-tuned version of PLATO-2483

(1.6B) on PosEmoDial) which hold similar struc-484

ture as our model are also selected.485

However, since both MoEL and MIME are486

trained on the English dataset Empatheticdialog487

(Rashkin et al., 2019), we retrain them on PosE-488

moDial. For the sake of comparability, the seman-489

tic word embeddings of MoEL and MIME are ini-490

tialized with the PLATO-2 embeddings (2048 di-491

mensions).492

5.3 Results493

In multi-turn dialogue tasks, self-chat is a com-494

monly used method to simulate human-bot conver-495

sations (Li et al., 2019, Roller et al., 2021), where496

a model plays the role of both partners in the con-497

versation. For the sake of our task-specificity, we498

employ the original PLATO-2 model to play the499

role of the user. Because we want to simulate actual500

application scenarios as much as possible, a gen-501

eral "user" instead of an emotionally trained one502

is more appropriate. Accordingly, the candidate503

models will play the role of agent respectively.504

The way to start the interactive conversation505

needs special attention. As pointed out by Roller506

et al. (2021) , if starting with ’Hi!’, partners tend507

to greet with each other and only cover some shal-508

low topics in the short conversation. Therefore, we509

construct 100 sentences as the starting utterance of510

different dialogues. Each sentence provides a spe-511

cific context from the user’s perspective, 33 of them512

are negative, 34 of them are neutral, and 33 of them513

are positive. The agent and "user" are required to514

perform self-chats given the context. There are515

10 turns (20 utterances) in each dialog, including516

the input start utterance. We carry out automatic517

evaluation on the 100 self-chat logs and randomly518

select 50 conversations from 100 self-chat logs for519

human evaluation.520

Automatic evaluation. Table 3 provides the au-521

tomatic evaluation results for all the models. First,522

in terms of positive emotion elicitation, it shows523

that our model performs the best. Our model and524

PLATO-2-FT, which are fine-tuned on our PosE-525

moDial dataset, gain substantial improvements526

compared to PLATO-2. It indicates the effective- 527

ness of our dataset for improving positive emotion 528

elicitation capability. Moreover, when comparing 529

our model with PLATO-2-FT, it can also be noted 530

that the PEGE loss can provide an additional im- 531

provement on positive emotion guidance capability. 532

Therefore, we conclude that our dataset and PEGE 533

loss can work jointly to improve positive emotion 534

guidance capability efficiently. Second, in terms 535

of dialog empathy, our model gains the best perfor- 536

mance as well. Our model’s significant advantage 537

over the second-best model PLATO-2-FT verifies 538

the effectiveness of our loss design towards empa- 539

thy capability. MoEL and MIME, which are not 540

pre-trained on the large-scale corpus, are less ca- 541

pable of generating appropriate responses, hurting 542

their empathetic dialog capability and resulting in a 543

slightly worse E-Score than PLATO-2 and PLATO- 544

2-FT. These results confirm the efficiency of our 545

model in positive emotion elicitation while ensur- 546

ing dialog empathy. 547

Human evaluation. Table 4 provides the hu- 548

man evaluation results for all the models. Our 549

model has significantly better performance on two 550

task-specific metrics (positive emotion guidance 551

and empathy), considerably better performance 552

on the coherence metric, and comparable perfor- 553

mance on the informativeness metric. By com- 554

paring our model with PLATO-2-FT, our model 555

obtains around 52% improvements on P.E.G. and 556

63% improvements on Emp. This remarkable re- 557

sult demonstrates the effectiveness of our PEGE 558

loss on positive emotion guidance and empathy ca- 559

pability. Our dataset PosEmoDial also shows its 560

effectiveness in training emotional dialog model 561

as PLATO-2-FT fine-tuned on PosEmoDial out- 562

performs PLATO-2 with 44% improvements on 563

P.E.G. and 46% improvements on Emp. By apply- 564

ing PEGE loss and PosEmoDial simultaneously, 565

our model gains 119% improvements on P.E.G. 566

and 138% improvements on Emp. over PLATO-2, 567

which further verifies the mutual benefits of our 568

PEGE loss and PosEmoDial dataset. 569

Moreover, the models which get better perfor- 570

mance on human evaluation metrics P.E.G. and 571

Emp. also get higher scores on automatic eval- 572

uation metrics, PEG-Score, E-Score, and PEGE- 573

Score. This result indicates the reliability of our 574

proposed automatic metrics. We also observe that 575

81.37% of dialogues that successfully guide the 576

user towards positive emotion express empathy be- 577
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Static Eval
Models BLEU1↑ BLEU2↑ Distinct-1↑ Distinct-2↑
MoEL 5.901% 2.077% 6.087% 19.728%
MIME 6.458% 2.117% 6.709% 19.372%
PLATO-2 7.204% 1.966% 8.418% 34.249%
PLATO-2-FT 7.024% 2.131% 12.937% 44.512%
Ours 6.870% 2.039% 13.266% 47.249%

Interactive Eval
PEG-Score↑ E-Score↑ PEGE-Score↑

0.063 -0.214 -0.151
0.077 -0.202 -0.125
-0.012 -0.189 -0.201
0.090 -0.185 -0.095
0.160 -0.126 0.034

Table 3: Comparison of automatic evaluation metric results under a static 5k test set and interactive self-chat dialogs
among our model and baselines.

Models Coh.↑ Inf.↑ P.E.G.↑ Emp.↑
MoEL 0.190 0.904 0.260 0.260
MIME 0.228 0.892 0.300 0.140
PLATO-2 0.934 0.974 0.320 0.260
PLATO-2-FT 0.916 0.954 0.460 0.380
Ours 0.946 0.962 0.700 0.620

Table 4: Comparison of human evaluation metric re-
sults on self-chat dialogs among our model and base-
lines. Coh., Inf., P.E.G. and Prog. stand for Coherence,
Informativeness, Positive emotion guidance, and Empa-
thy, respectively.

Models PEG-Score↑ E-Score↑ PEGE-Score↑
LBaseline

NLL 0.090 -0.185 -0.095
Lner 0.068 -0.177 -0.109
Lpeg 0.065 -0.134 -0.069
Dplato -0.011 -0.191 -0.202
Dpege 0.072 -0.139 -0.063
Ours 0.160 -0.126 0.034

Table 5: Comparison of automatic evaluation metric
results under interactive self-chat dialogues among our
model, ablation models, and models on random dataset.

fore emotion elicitation. It verifies our proposed578

dialog task’s rationality, i.e., expressing empathy579

before transit to positive emotion elicitation is cru-580

cial for building a human-like dialog system with581

emotion perception and expression capability.582

5.4 Ablation Study583

To evaluate the effect of the PEG loss and NER584

loss, we delete them respectively or simultaneously585

to get Lner, Lpeg and LBaseline
NLL . We also elim-586

inate the impact of PoSEmoDial by fine-tuning587

PLATO-2 and our model on 1M randomly selected588

dataset, denote as Dplato and Dpege. Note that589

when LBaseline
NLL is applied, the model is equivalent590

to the settings of PLATO-2-FT.591

Table 5 illustrates the results of the ablation592

study. Our model with PEGE loss gets the best per-593

formance, and the model with Lner gets bad perfor-594

mance on all metrics. With only NER loss (Lner)595

remains, the model is more inclined to generate596

positive responses directly instead of conditioned597

on the user emotion state transition, which may not598

necessarily lead to positive feedback from users. 599

This result is consistent with our real-world obser- 600

vations that the response to a negative statement 601

with positive emotion directly without any emo- 602

tional transition sometimes is inappropriate and 603

even offensive. As the PEG loss Lpeg is designed 604

with both positive emotion elicitation capability 605

and empathy capability, Lpeg performs much bet- 606

ter. However, without NER loss, the model with 607

Lpeg will endure the risk of generating excessively 608

negative responses, which may sometimes be un- 609

acceptable to users as well, and therefore bring no 610

gain with positive emotion elicitation. The results 611

suggest that all components in PEGE loss Lpege 612

are valuable and indispensable. 613

The comparison between Dplato and Dpege illus- 614

trates that our model is not data-dependent and can 615

be generalized in other datasets since considerable 616

improvements can be obtained on all three metrics 617

even PEGE model is trained on randomly selected 618

data. Meanwhile, PosEmoDial can actually facil- 619

itate model performance for both PLATO-2 and 620

PEGE, validating its effectiveness in our task. 621

6 Conclusion 622

In this paper, we propose a novel task of multi-turn 623

empathetic dialogs with positive emotion elicita- 624

tion and collect a human-to-human Chinese multi- 625

turn emotional dialog dataset with positive emotion 626

elicitation (PosEmoDial). Then we propose a novel 627

positive-emotion-guided empathetic dialog model 628

(PEGE) by improving traditional NLL loss. The 629

updated loss can encourage the dialog model to not 630

only elicit positive emotions from users, but also 631

ensure smooth emotional transitions along with 632

the whole dialog flow. The results of the experi- 633

ments confirm the usability of our dataset and the 634

effectiveness of our model. In the future, we will 635

introduce psychology-related domain knowledge 636

to facilitate the modeling of in-depth emotional 637

dialogs to support emotional counseling. 638
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7 Ethical Considerations639

We are sure that PosEmoDial has been collected in640

a manner that is consistent with the terms of use641

of any sources and the intellectual property and642

privacy rights of the original authors of the texts.643

Meanwhile, our project is approved by an IRB. Fi-644

nally, we also provide details on the characteristics645

of PosEmoDial and steps taken to ensure the poten-646

tial problems with the quality of the dataset do not647

create additional risks in Section 3.648
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